Abstract
Introduction
The current focus in the software industry is to improve the quality rather than the speed or size of an application. A report by the Workshop on Strategic Directions in Software Quality asserts that software quality will become the dominant success criterion in the software industry [23] . One process that supports software quality is testing, which exercises the software to gather information about the software. However, studies indicate that testing consumes more than fifty percent of the cost of software development, with some estimates placing the cost even higher [12] .
An alternative to testing that promises to improve software quality is Design by Contract, which advocates establishing and checking assertions about the attributes of a class. Design by Contract was originally advocated by Alan Turing [15] , further developed by Hoare [13, 14] , Floyd [8] and Dijkstra [7] and made popular in the Eiffel language [22] . However, Eiffel has not garnered the wide acceptance of other object-oriented languages such as C++ and Java. Nevertheless, the importance of the Design by Contract approach is noteworthy, and one of the hypotheses of our work is that the Design by Contract approach may complement software testing by exposing errors that are not found by implementationbased or specification-based testing.
In this paper, we describe a non-invasive approach for validation of class invariants in C++ applications. We use the Object Constraint Language (OCL) to specify the invariants but our approach is amenable to other specification languages such as Z [28] , Object-Z [27] or VDM [17] . Our approach is fully automated so that the user need only supply the class invariants for each class hierarchy to be checked and our validator constructs an InvariantVisitor, a variation of the Visitor Pattern [2, 21] , and an InvariantFacilitator. Instantiations of the InvariantVisitor and InvariantFacilitator classes encapsulate the invariants in C++ statements and facilitate the validation of the invariants. We describe both our approach and our results of validating invariants in keystone, a well tested parser front-end for C++ [20, 24, 25] .
In the next section we provide background about the Visitor pattern, class invariants, OCL and keystone. In Section 3, we overview our approach including a description of the InvariantVisitor and the InvariantFacilitator classes. In Section 4 we describe our incorporation of invariant validation into keystone, and in Section 5 we benchmark our validator and provide interesting insights into the validation of keystone. In Section 6 we review related work and in Section 7 we draw conclusions. 
Background
To facilitate automation of invariant validation, we exploit a variation of the Visitor pattern, the Acyclic Visitor [2, 21] , which we describe in Section 3. In this section we first describe the Visitor pattern [9, 30] , and then provide background about invariants and the object constraint language, OCL. We conclude this section with an overview of keystone, an application that provides a parser front-end for the ISO C++ language; we use keystone as our case study in Sections 4 and 5.
The Visitor Pattern
The Visitor pattern permits the designer of a class hierarchy to add functionality without "polluting" the hierarchy with unrelated operations [9] . The Visitor pattern can also be used to obviate down casting by enabling operations that depend on the concrete classes [30] . These class dependent operations, as well as additional operations, can be added to an existing class hierarchy without modifying the classes in the hierarchy.
The Visitor pattern consists of two inheritance hierarchies, an element hierarchy and a Visitor hierarchy. We use the familiar Shape example [2, 9, 22, 29] as our element hierarchy, illustrated on the left of Figure 1 , and a Visitor hierarchy illustrated on the right of the figure. The Shape hierarchy consists of an abstract base class with five methods and two derived classes for specializing Shape. Four of the five methods in class Shape represent typical operations that one might perform on all shapes, such as drawing, moving, finding the area or deleting a Shape. The fifth method is accept(Visitor *), which permits a visitor object to visit a particular element.
An instantiation of a particular visitor encapsulates additional functionality to augment the functionality already in the Shape hierarchy. When an instance of a class derived from Shape calls visit on the visitor object, the instance effectively identifies its type to the visitor. 
Class invariants
An invariant on a class is a set of Boolean conditions or predicates that every instance of will satisfy after instantiation (i.e., after constructor invocation) and before and after every method invocation by another object [22] . A class invariant is a property of a class instance that must be preserved by all methods of the class. In spite of its name, an invariant is not required to hold at all execution points. For example, a method might violate the invariant while working toward its goal; however, the invariant must be re-established before the method terminates execution.
Class invariants are used to ensure that the operations performed on instances of the class maintain the integrity constraints of the class. These constraints are described in terms of the member functions and data attributes of the class. abstraction [4] . These UML diagrams are not refined enough to describe low-level aspects of a specification, such as invariant conditions that must hold for instances of objects in the system. The Object Constraint language (OCL) is a formal language used to describe expressions on models specified in the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [3, 34] . These expressions typically specify invariant conditions that must hold for the system being modeled, or queries over objects described in a model. OCL expressions, when evaluated, do not have side effects, so their evaluation cannot alter the state of the corresponding executing system even though an OCL expression can be used to specify a state change. OCL expressions allow the modeler to express invariants in a language independent manner. Figure 2 summarizes the design of our case study application, a parser front-end for ISO C++ [16] . The figure presents two subsystems, illustrated as tabbed folders and designated by the subsystem stereotype. The Program Processor subsystem is shown on the left and the Symbol Table subsystem is shown on the right of Figure 2 .
The Object Constraint Language (OCL)
A
The keystone parser front-end
The Program Processor subsystem includes a Scanner and Parser and is responsible for initiating and directing symbol table construction and name lookup. This responsibility includes two phases: (1) assembling the necessary information for creation of a NameOccurrence object, and (2) directing the search for a corresponding NameDeclaration object in the Symbol Table subsystem. The Symbol Table subsystem is the symbol table in the parser, including class hierarchies for type information, Type, and scope information, Scope, shown on the right of Figure 2 . The Symbol Table subsystem , the target of our validation effort, is discussed further in Section 4.
Overview of the Technique
In this section, we use the Shape example from Section 2 to illustrate our approach for automating validation of class invariants. We begin with an overview of the approach and in Section 3.2 we list some sample invariants in OCL for the Shape example. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4 we describe the InvariantVisitor and InvariantFacilitator classes that are automatically generated in our system. on the right of the figure. The central module is the OCL Translator, shown in the center of the figure. Our OCL Translator is a recursive-descent parser for OCL, with semantic actions inserted into the parse to construct the ShapeInvariantFacilitator and the ShapeInvariantVisitor classes, shown on the right of the figure.
The validator system
The only modification required in the class hierarchy under validation is to make the ShapeInvariantFacilitator a super class. An instantiation of ShapeInvariantFacilitator implements the Acyclic Visitor pattern, which we discuss later in this section.
OCL expressions are specified in terms of a UML model, including the attributes and associations of a class. Our choice of OCL as our specification language enables us to reuse our design artifacts to express invariants on the classes in our system. The invariants that we report in this paper are extracted from our C++ code; however, as we extend our target application, we expect that our invariants may also be part of the design of the system. These two options are illustrated on the left of 
Invariants for Shape
To provide a flavor of the OCL expressions, we illustrate the invariants for the Shape hierarchy in Figure 4 . The phrase context Circle on line one in the figure provides the context in which the invariants on lines 2-4 are applied. The invariant on lines 2-3 of the figure is an assertion about the area of a Circle and the invariant on line four is an assertion about the diameter of a Circle. Similarly for the Rectangle on lines five and six of the figure.
1 class ShapeInvariantVisitor : public Visitor 2 virtual void visit( const Circle* self )
self->Length() ); 10 11 ; 
InvariantFacilitator: an Acyclic Visitor
Our translator generates an InvariantFacilitator for each class hierarchy under consideration, which accomplishes several tasks. First, the InvariantFacilitator includes a method to check the invariants for the current object, illustrated as checkInvariants() on lines 7-10 of Figure 6 . Second, the InvariantFacilitator includes a method, checkAllClassesInvariants(), lines 11-17, that iterates through the static vector of objects, shown on lines 20-21 of the figure. Using the checkAllClassesInvariants() method, the user may check the invariants for a class hierarchy at various points during program execution. Finally, the InvariantFacilitator includes method accept(), shown on lines 23-33 of Figure  6 , which obviates the inclusion of an accept method in each class in the hierarchy under validation. Moreover, this accept method uses dynamic type information to remove the cyclic nature of the classic Visitor pattern [9] . Thus, the InvariantFacilitator implements the Acyclic Visitor.
Validation in Keystone
In this section, we describe our validation of keystone. We begin with a description of the class hierarchies that we validated and motivate the importance of automating the validation process. In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we describe the symbol table and some of the invariants on the symbol table for keystone.
The Keystone Hierarchies
In Section 2.4 we overviewed the structure of keystone including the Program Processor and the Symbol Table subsystems . Keystone is a research project whose goal is the design and implementation of a parser front-end that will parse the language described by the ISO C++ standard [16] , including an implementation of name lookup. Name lookup is the process of finding, for each occurrence of a name in a program, the corresponding declaration of that name. Thus, the more important of the keystone subsystems is the Symbol Table subsystem, where names are stored as instances of Scope or NameDeclaration, and there may be a Type associated with a name. The NameDeclaration, Type and Scope classes are illustrated in Figure 2 and details of the Scope hierarchy are illustrated in Figure 7 . Figure 7 shows a base class, Scope, and five derived classes for some of the specializations of Scope that can occur in a C++ program. The most notable omission from the Scope hierarchy is a specialization for template scope. Our ongoing work includes the incorporation of templates into the keystone front-end. These prospective changes underscore the importance of automatically validating invariants because, as keystone evolves, additional invariants will be incorporated into the system, and some existing invariants may be updated. The automated generation of the InvariantVisitor and InvariantFacilitator classes from the OCL specification facilitate repeated validation of the invariants as well as the maintenance of consistency of the implementation with the specification. Our case study entailed validation of the NameDeclaration, Type and Scope hierarchies. 
The Keystone Symbol Table
One of the characteristics of keystone is that once a name is installed in the symbol table, the typical operation on that name is lookup and other query operations. Once installed in the symbol table, instantiations of NameDeclaration, Scope and Type are generally not modified, except for an occasional back-patching of type information for class attributes.
Thus, we validate keystone invariants at the end of the parse of an input program. This entails placing a call in main() to the function checkAllClassesInvariants in the InvariantFacilitator class of each inheritance hierarchy being validated (see Figure 6 ). This call can be placed anywhere in the code; however, with keystone, we only validate invariants at the end of the program.
An alternative to validating invariants at the end of the program is to validate invariants (1) after the execution of the body of a constructor, (2) before the execution of the body of a destructor, (3) as part of the pre-conditions of a method, and (4) as part of the postconditions of a method. Given the stability of objects in the keystone symbol table, we are able to obtain assurance about invariants through validation at program termination. However, our non-invasive approach does not easily extend to applications whose objects are not stable, but are created and destroyed during program execution. Figure 8 states that if the NameDeclaration for the current scope is not NULL, then the corresponding scope of the NameDeclaration is self, the current scope. Since no C++ class can contain a namespace, line 10 states that none of the NameDeclaration objects in the current class scope may be namespaces. This invariant uses the OCL forAll construct, which requires Figure 9 . Test suite.
that our translator generate a function containing a for loop that iterates through the vector of NameDeclaration objects local to the class scope.
Results
In this section we describe the results of our study of automated validation of class invariants. The target application for our study is keystone [20, 24, 25] , a parser front-end for the ISO C++ language [16] . The validator was executed on a Dell Precision 530 workstation with a Xeon 1.7 GHz processor equipped with 512 MB of RDRAM, running the Red Hat Linux 7.1 operating system. Our implementation languages were C++ [29] and Perl [32] , compiled with GNU gcc version 2.96 and the Perl interpreter version 5.6.0. In the next section we describe the test suite for the study and in Section 5.2 we measure the number of objects for which invariants were validated as well as the number of invariants executed. In Section 5.3 we describe the impact on performance due to the invariant checking and, in 5.4 we present the improvement in keystone through invariant validation.
The test suite
The table in Figure 9 summarizes our suite of eight test cases, listed in the rows of the table as encrypt, Clause 3, php2cpp, fft, graphdraw, ep matrix, vkey and the taxonomy testsuite. The test cases in the suite were chosen because of their range and variety of application; they are listed in sorted order by number of lines of code, not including comments or blank lines. We note that keystone had been previously tested using this same test suite and was thought to run successfully.
Test case encrypt is an encryption program that uses the Vignere algorithm [1] and Clause 3 is a sequence of examples taken from Clause 3 of the ISO C++ standard [16] . The php2cpp test case converts the PHP web publishing language to C++ [5] and fft performs fast Fourier transforms [18] . graphdraw is a drawing application that uses IV Tools [31] , a suite of free XWindows drawing editors for Postscript, TeX and web graphics production. The ep matrix test case is an extended precision matrix application that uses NTL, a high performance portable C++ number theory library [26] . vkey is a GUI application that uses the V GUI library [33] , a multi-platform C++ graphical interface framework to facilitate construction of GUI applications. The taxonomy testsuite is a validation suite for a taxonomy that describes classes in object oriented languages [6] .
The columns of the table in Figure 9 list details about the number of lines of code, not including comments or blank lines, the number of classes, and the number of classes with functions for each of the test cases. All of the test cases are complete applications, except Clause 3 and taxonomy, and three use large libraries: ep matrix, vkey and graphdraw use the NTL, V GUI and IV Tools libraries respectively. Figure 10 summarizes the number of objects and invariants that are checked during keystone's parsing of the test suite. The rows of the table list the test cases and the columns list the data acquired by monitoring the InvariantFacilitators. The columns labeled Scope Objects, Type Objects and NameDeclaration Objects list the number of validated objects in the Scope, Type and NameDeclaration hierarchies respectively. The Invariants column is a summation of the invariants validated for all three hierarchies and shows that a large number of invariants are checked for some of the test cases. For example, the graphdraw program, listed in the fifth row of Figure 10 , required 203,234 invariants to be validated.
Number of objects and invariants checked

Efficiency
In Section 4, we described options for placement of invariant checks in applications and provided a rationale for our evaluation of invariants at the end of the program, saving all objects in a static vector local to the facilitator class. Nevertheless, in view of the large number of invariants that are validated in some of the test cases, such as the graphdraw and ep matrix programs, we conducted some timings to measure the cost of our automated approach. We recorded twelve timings for each program, discarded the lowest and highest value; the times in Figure 11 are the averages of the ten remaining executions.
Impact of validation on keystone
Our goals in automating invariant validation are to measure the cost of validation, to establish a level of confidence in our software and to determine if the code is consistent with our design documents. Before validation, we manually checked keystone's behavior after parsing each of the testsuite's source files. However, we found the manual check of class invariants to be time consuming and error prone. By automating the invariant validation in keystone, we uncovered 11 previously unknown errors, 5 were OCL errors that represented a mismatch between the design and implementation of keystone, and 6 were implementation errors. The 5 OCL errors were repaired during validation. For the 6 implementation errors, 3 were repaired during validation and the remaining 3 have been placed in a database of known errors.
The invariant inheritance rule states that the invariant of a class is the Boolean and of the invariant of the class with the invariant of its parent, if the class has a parent [22] . This rule raises the possibility of inconsistency between the invariant of a class and its parent. We found no inconsistencies in combining the invariants in the keystone inheritance hierarchies.
Some of the invariants that we validated include variables whose values are stored in private data members. Our keystone application contains accessor methods for all relevant private data attributes; this accessibility is required for successful application of our technique.
Related Work
In this section, we overview some of the work related to invariant validation and support of Design by Contract in C++; a more thorough overview can be found in reference [19] . This support falls into one of four categories: (1) use the language constructs to provide support, (2) use macros, (3) extend the syntax of the language and implement the extensions through a pre-processor, and (4) propose a language extension. Each of the categories (2), (3) and (4) lacks the orthogonality of category (1), and makes it difficult to separate the assertions from the ordinary source code. In addition, (2) uses a mechanism more properly reserved for conditional compilation and deprecated in C++ for other purposes. Categories (3) and (4) have the disadvantage of being non-standard additions to C++, whereas the trend, at least since the publication of the ISO standard, has been towards convergence between C++ dialects. Further, none of the categories (2), (3) or (4) can interact well with a sourcelevel debugger, since the C++ code being executed differs from the code written by the programmer. Our work falls into the first category and the papers that we review in this section describe approaches similar to ours.
Reference [19] presents an approach to emulating Design by Contract in C++ that uses VDM-SL [17] as the specification language. The approach represents an attempt to address the shortcomings of a Graphical RMatrix Atomic Collision Environment (GRACE), which makes extensive use of the Standard C++ Library (STL). A library of STL "lookalikes" is constructed and users of the system publicly derive thier STL containers from the "lookalikes". To validate invariants, the user writes a function called inv that contains the invariants and returns a Boolean indicating whether or not the invariants were satisfied. The technique is not automated.
Reference [10, 11] presents a framework for Design by Contract that requires the programmer to supply functions that check pre-conditions, post-conditions and class invariants. The technique is intrusive and cannot be automated without parsing and modifying the program.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we describe a non-invasive approach to validation of class invariants for C++ applications. Our case study of keystone shows that our approach has minimal impact on the execution time of keystone and there are important benefits in validating invariants. First, there are several kinds of errors that are exposed by our approach. In particular, we are able to expose a mismatch between the specification and the implementation. Also, by validating invariants, we expose inconsistencies in the code that currently do not produce incorrect output. Second, our automated approach permits us to validate many more invariants than one could reasonably validate manually and to avoid errors that might result from manual validation. Third, by automating the validation we can generate InvariantVisitor and InvariantFacilitator classes for modified class hierarchies as well as new hierarchies, so that validation becomes a maintenance activity.
There are threats to both our approach and our case study. First, in our approach, invariants are validated dynamically and the potential of the invariants to expose errors is necessarily dependent on the coverage provided by the test suite. If the test suite does not adequately cover the code, than our invariant validation is weakened. Second, our case study involved an application whose objects, once created and installed in a symbol table, remain relatively stable. For an application where the objects in the system are frequently updated, the invariants must be validated more frequently with a corresponding rise in the cost of validation.
